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The ancients felt that this star could confer immunity from disease. Of course I cant make that claim and

this is a first protoype. However, experimental testing to date shows users defintiely feeling a significant

mental, emotional boost with reports of extra physical energy. STAR Canopus IMMUNITY FROM

DISEASE.mp3 Constellation: Alpha () Carina in Argo Navis Experience the energetic effects of the

ancients perspectives on the fixed stars! Thus each of the things ruled by a particular planet or star share

certain qualities, powers and virtues embodied in a celestial form exemplified by their planetary or stellar

ruler. The planet or star, in turn, is the instantiation of one or more Divine Forms or Ideas. Thus

everything in the Material World has its origin in the Divine World through the mediation of the celestials.

Ficino, Three Books on Life, Bk. III, Chap. 14, p. 311. Effects: Permanent blending of influences of stars

conjunct one's natal planets. When a given transit, arc, or a progression, conjuncts ones natal planet, it

expresses the fixed star's character aligned with that natal planet. Note, this frequency is part of an

experimental first prototype set, these frequencies have been tested and seem to induce very positive

effects in private users. Most of these star frequencies are solo simple effects without additional

luminaries being added to their radiations. More fixed star frequencies will be released in the future and

will include more complex blends of fixed stars and magnifying and modulating stellar luminaries. Get the

entire set and Save $59.88 of the individual list price of $109.85 The Mini-Kit only costs $49.97 !

................................ This is the first protoype release of the mini-kit for the Fixed stars (more fixed stars

will be released soon) This collection contains the following products: STAR Canopus IMMUNITY FROM

DISEASE.mp3 Star of Good Luck Fortuna.mp3 Star of Lasting Happiness ULTRA Glide.mp3 Star of

Lasting Happiness ULTRA ZOOM Mid Res.mp3 Star of Strength.mp3 ................................ Star of Good

Luck Fortuna.mp3 - Sadalsuud - 23 Aquarius 46 Fortunate -An experimental distillation of the star

Fortuna great fortune; astrology, occult, government, business, psychic, visionary, originality; personal

charm; temperance; aviation Star of Lasting Happiness ULTRA Glide.mp3 Star of Lasting Happiness

ULTRA ZOOM Mid Res.mp3 - Fixed star: ZUBENELSCHEMALI North Scale Webb says that in the

heavens "deep green, like deep blue, is unknown to the naked eye." Very similar to Jupiter and Mars,

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=8979762


Alvidas likens it to Mars in sextile to Jupiter. It gives good fortune, high ambition, beneficence, honor,

riches, and permanent happiness. Star of Strength.mp3 - Secret experimental blend, producing effects

similiar to a combination of Spica, Alpheratz, Canopus ................................ For an excellent set of

references on the fix stars see the following links; librarising.com/astrology/tables/fixedstars.html

constellationsofwords.com/Fixedstars.htm astrologycom.com/fixedstars.html

renaissanceastrology.com/fixedstars.html
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